
Hidden Animals

Find the name of an animal (sometimes more than one) hidden in each
sentence as consecutive letters. There may be spaces or punctuation between
the letters. Any kind of animal may appear, such as insects and even more
primitive animals.

Example. The sentence “Mary came late.” has the consecutive letters
camel.

Note. Every hidden animal must have letters from at least two words.
For instance, the word “then” contains the animal “hen,” but this doesn’t
count since hen only uses letters from a single word.

Put the broccoli on the table.

Is that a fish or seal?

Is that house a little crooked?

Is that maze brand new?

A cow said moo seven times.

We ran together two days ago at the playground. (two animals)

He took it tenderly.

An Arab bit his tongue.

If Roger wants to be a very good singer, then he should hum on key. (three
animals)



The rich man gave Roger billions of dollars.

The baby is naked.

Is there a mop or cup in every closet?

Tammy wants to whip Pop. O, Tam, use more sense.

Wendy saw Al rushing to the subway station.

The poor gecko, alas, was very sick.

I lost Richard’s book.

Gloria watched in awe as Ellen did a backflip.

You can’t elope because you are too young.

Do you feel kind to animals?

Sebastian got terrible grades last semester.

Please fix it fast or keep it safe.

Henrietta joined a club on oboe playing.

I need a mop and a broom.

The car I bought needs some repairs.

Can tea terminate a bad cold? (two animals, one inside another)



After M.I.T. every student got a good job.

Why did Rachel appear mad? I’ll only know later.

Sarah let out a gasp on getting an A in math.

To ride in a plane, money is necessary.

He got terrible grades

I saw Hal eating some peanuts.

He must let them use his car. (same animal twice)


